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Celestine North lives a perfect life. She's a model daughter and sister, she's well-liked by her classmates
and teachers, and she's dating the impossibly charming Art Crevan. But then Celestine encounters a
situation in which she makes an instinctive decision. She breaks a rule and now faces life-changing
repercussions. She could be imprisoned. She could be branded. She could be found FLAWED. In her
breathtaking young adult debut, bestselling author Cecelia Ahern depicts a society in which obedience is
paramount and rebellion is punished. And where one young woman decides to take a stand that could
cost her everything.

Malka Scholastic Inc.
A runaway bestseller in Britain with over 100,000 copies sold, a riveting historical mystery in the
Havencross Ballantine Books
tradition of Kate Morton Auction house appraiser Jude leaves London for her dream job at
A fascinating biography of Anne Frank by an acknowledged expert on her life and writing. Plus! A
Starbrough Hall, an estate in the countryside, examining and pricing the manuscripts and
specially written new chapter about the newly discovered diary pages...Anne Frank's poignant story instruments of an eighteenth-century astronomer. She is welcomed by Chantal Wickham and
her years spent hiding in Amsterdam's Secret Annexe' before discovery and death at the hands of the
Jude feels close to the old woman at once: they have both lost their husbands. Hard times have
Nazis - has been immortalized in THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK, loved by millions around the
forced the Wickham family to sell the astronomer's work, their land and with it, the timeworn
world. This biography brings that story to life - giving new insights into Anne's early life and
tower that lies nearby. The tower was built as an observatory for astronomer Anthony Wickham
relationships, the development of the Diary, the privations and logistics of life in hiding...her tragic
and his daughter Esther, and it served as the setting for their most incredible discoveries. Though
death in typhus-ridden Bergen-Belsen. Here are the context and characters that lie behind the lines of
Jude is far away from her life in London, her arrival at Starbrough Hall brings a host of
THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK.
childhood memories. She meets Euan, a famed writer and naturalist who lives in the
Thornwood House Tredition Classics
gamekeeper's cottage at the foot of the tower, where Jude's grandfather once lived. And a
When you’re all that stands between the murderous past and the
nightmare begins to haunt her six-year-old niece, the same nightmare Jude herself had years ago.
fate of those you love, how far would you go to save them? When
Is it possible that the dreams are passed down from one generation to the next? What secrets does
Audrey Kepler inherits an abandoned homestead in rural
the tower hold? And will Jude unearth them before it's too late?
Queensland, she jumps at the chance to escape her loveless
The Witching Hours: The Vampire Knife Simon and Schuster
existence in the city and make a fresh start. In a dusty back
Oliver and Celia Navel have suffered through a whole summer exploring with their father’s nemesis Sir Edmund,
room of the old house, she discovers the crumbling photo of a
and are ready to begin a new school year glued to the TV. But when their mother vanishes (again) in search of the
Lost City of Gold: El Dorado, the twins must trek from the ruins of ancient temples through the shadowy forests
handsome World War Two medic – Samuel Riordan, the homestead’s
of the Amazon. This time, they’ll need all their reality TV survival skills to brave raging river rapids, furious fire
former occupant – and soon finds herself becoming obsessed with
him. But as Audrey digs deeper into Samuel’s story, she discovers ants, and a most unusual jungle feast. Worst of all, if they can’t outsmart the bad guys, they’re going to miss all
their favorite television shows!
he was accused of bashing to death a young woman on his return
Archangel's Prophecy Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
from the war in 1946. When she learns about other unexplained
Identifies key gods, goddesses, heroes, heroines, themes, and symbols from the mythologies of the world
deaths in recent years – one of them a young woman with injuries The Virgin's War Random House
echoing those of the first victim – she begins to suspect that
The beloved author of The Hundred-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out of the Window and
the killer is still very much alive. And now Audrey, thanks to
Disappeared returns with an enchanting adventure that skewers the greed and hypocrisy that
her need to uncover the past, has provided him with good reason
dominates our time and holds lessons about what’s truly important in life. Meet Ole Mbatian Jr.,
to want to kill again. An enthralling, haunting tale of
a Maasai warrior; Kevin, his sort-of-son; Agneta, a wronged and penniless ex-wife; and Johan,
obsession, love and courage
an unscrupulous Stockholm ad-man whose company specializes in revenge services. As Agneta
Sweet Sweet Revenge LTD Random House
and Kevin seek revenge against the gallery owner who has wronged them, this madcap, funny
In the winter of 1943, a Polish physician and her older daughter make a dangerous and arduous trek to
and philosophical novel takes off on a madcap journey that spans five continents and whirls
Hungary while seven-year-old Malka, whom they were forced to leave behind when she became ill,
around a colorful cast of characters, including a goat called Molly and the Pope. As he’s done in
fends for herself in a ghetto.

Illustrated Dictionary of Mythology DK Publishing (Dorling Kindersley)
Imagine a world where everyone is kind-how can we make that come true? With gorgeous pictures by a
host of top illustrators, Kind is a timely, inspiring picture book about the many ways children can be
kind, from sharing their toys and games to helping those from other countries feel welcome.

his previous novels, Jonas Jonasson acts as a travel guide through time, drops in a few lessons on
colonialism and art history, and pokes fun at capitalism and the artworld, with plenty of laughs
along the way. Translated from the Swedish by Rachel Willson-Broyles

The Story of Anne Frank Sourcebooks, Inc.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY RT BOOK REVIEWS Perfect for fans of Philippa
Gregory, Alison Weir, and Showtime’s The Tudors, The Boleyn King is the first book in an enthralling trilogy
that dares to imagine: What if Anne Boleyn had actually given Henry VIII a son who grew up to be king? Just
seventeen years old, Henry IX, known as William, is a king bound by the restraints of the regency yet anxious to
prove himself. With the French threatening battle and the Catholics sowing the seeds of rebellion at home,
William trusts only three people: his older sister Elizabeth; his best friend and loyal counselor, Dominic; and
Minuette, a young orphan raised as a royal ward by William’s mother, Anne Boleyn. Against a tide of secrets,
betrayal, and murder, William finds himself fighting for the very soul of his kingdom. Then, when he and
The Glass Painter's Daughter Penguin
Dominic both fall in love with Minuette, romantic obsession looms over a new generation of Tudors. One among
Return to Nalini Singh’s darkly passionate Guild Hunter world with this New York Times bestseller,
where human-turned-angel Elena Deveraux, consort to Archangel Raphael, is thrust center stage into an them will pay the price for a king’s desire, as a shocking twist of fate changes England’s fortunes forever.
eons-old prophecy… Midnight and dawn, Elena’s wings are unique among angelkind—and now they are Includes a preview of Laura Andersen’s The Boleyn Deceit Praise for The Boleyn King “Imaginative . . .
Andersen focuses on creating an exciting, action-driven plot containing strong doses of both intrigue and
failing. The first mortal to be turned into an immortal in angelic memory, she’s regressing. Becoming
romance. Tudor-era historical fiction fans who are willing to accept the unusual premise will be rewarded with an
more and more human. Easier to hurt. Easier to kill. Elena and Raphael must unearth the reason for the
original and entertaining read that’s reminiscent of the best of Philippa Gregory.”—Library Journal (starred
regression before Elena falls out of the sky. Yet even as they fight a furious battle for Elena’s very
review) “Gripping . . . Andersen delves into an alternative Tudor England geared to rivet period fans and
survival, violent forces are gathering across the world. In China, the Archangel Favashi is showing the
newcomers alike. . . . Perfect for Philippa Gregory fans.”—Booklist (starred review) “A surprising gem and a
first signs of madness. In New York, a mysterious sinkhole filled with lava swallows a man whole. In
thoroughly enjoyable read.”—Historical Novels Review “Andersen’s novel, alive with historical flair and drama,
Africa, torrential monsoon rains flood rolling deserts. And in Elena’s mind whispers a haunting voice
satisfies both curious and imaginative Tudor aficionados. . . . Her multidimensional characters are so real that
that isn’t her own. This time, survival may not be possible…not even for the consort of an archangel.
readers will wish it was history and eagerly await the next in the trilogy.”—RT Book Reviews (Top Pick) “A
Moon Princess Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
wonderfully imaginative and well-written tale of intrigue, high court politics and desperate love.”—Deseret News
Torn between his kingdom and the woman he loves. . . William Tudor, now King Henry IX, sits alone on the
“ ‘What if . . .’ With these tantalizing words, Laura Andersen creates a fresh and vividly realized alternative
throne. But England must still contend with those who doubt his legitimacy. William is betrothed to a young
world where Anne Boleyn not only lives, but also gives birth to a healthy son who will become King. With the
princess from France, but still he has eyes only for his childhood friend Minuette, and court tongues are wagging. introduction of Minuette, Princess Elizabeth’s lady-in-waiting, we meet an extraordinary young woman who
Even more dangerous âe" if discovered âe" is that Minuetteâe(tm)s heart and soul belong to Dominic,
embodies love and loyalty, and who fights to find the humanity at the heart of the most glamorous—and
Williamâe(tm)s best friend and trusted advisor. . .
dangerous—court in Europe.”—Susan Elia MacNeal, author of Mr. Churchill’s Secretary “Full of intrigue,
conspiracies, and the accurate details so essential to good historical fiction . . . Anyone who has even the slightest
The Boleyn Reckoning Simon and Schuster
fascination with the Tudors will want to devour this delectable novel in a single sitting.”—Tasha Alexander, New
A compelling story of hidden secrets and forbidden love, from the bestselling author of The
Secrets of the Tides 'If she could reach back through the years and warn the person she once was, York Times bestselling author of Death in the Floating City Look for special features inside. Join the Random
House Reader’s Circle for author chats and more.
The Oracle Glass Pan Macmillan
Dieses Werk ist Teil der Buchreihe TREDITION CLASSICS. Der Verlag tredition aus Hamburg veroffentlicht in
der Buchreihe TREDITION CLASSICS Werke aus mehr als zwei Jahrtausenden. Diese waren zu einem Grossteil
vergriffen oder nur noch antiquarisch erhaltlich. Mit der Buchreihe TREDITION CLASSICS verfolgt tredition
das Ziel, tausende Klassiker der Weltliteratur verschiedener Sprachen wieder als gedruckte Bucher zu verlegen und das weltweit! Die Buchreihe dient zur Bewahrung der Literatur und Forderung der Kultur. Sie tragt so dazu
bei, dass viele tausend Werke nicht in Vergessenheit geraten

what would she say? ... What would she say to the ghosts who now inhabit her days? So many of
those she has loved are now nothing but dust and memory.' At twenty-six, Lillian feels trapped
by life. Her marriage to Charles Oberon has not turned out the way she expected it would. To her
it seems she is just another object captured within the walls of Cloudesley, her husband's
beautiful manor house tucked away high in the Chiltern Hills. But, with a young step-son and a
sister to care for, Lillian accepts there is no way out for her. Then Charles makes an arrangement
with an enigmatic artist visiting their home and his presence will unbalance everything she
thought she knew and understood. Maggie Oberon ran from the hurt and resentment she caused.
Half a world away, in Australia, it was easier to forget, to pretend she didn't care. But when her
elderly grandmother, Lillian, falls ill she must head back to Cloudesley. Forced to face her past,
Maggie fights to hold herself and her family's legacy together as she learns that all she thought
was real, all that she held so close, was never as it seemed. Two summers, decades apart. Two
women whose lives are forever entwined. And a house that holds the dark secrets that could free
them both.
The Boleyn Deceit McGraw-Hill Education

The Night of Wishes HarperCollins
The gripping conclusion to the Tudor Legacy trilogy that brings to life the drama and intrigue of
Queen Elizabeth I; her daughter, Anabel, the Princess of Wales; and two countries locked in a
battle for the ages. “If you can’t manage with HBO’s Game of Thrones, [then] this
Shakespearean-era fantasy may be your cup of tea.”—New York Post As the Spanish Armada
approaches Irish shores, Elizabeth I feels the full burden of her royal office. She must not let
England fall to her former husband, King Philip of Spain. And Princess Anabel, their daughter,
has yet to declare with whom her allegiance—and her support—lie. Exiled Stephen Courtenay is in
France with his brother, Kit, who has his own reasons for avoiding England. But rumblings of
war, a sinister plot, and their loyalty to the crown call them home. Yet not even Pippa Courtenay,
their sister, gifted with divine sight, can foresee the grave danger that awaits them all. As Queen
Elizabeth commits her riches, her honor, and her people to the approaching conflict, she will risk
everything—even her life—to preserve England’s freedom. Don’t miss any of Laura Andersen’s
captivating Tudor Legacy trilogy: THE VIRGIN’S DAUGHTER • THE VIRGIN’S SPY • THE
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VIRGIN’S WAR
The Hollow Land Penguin
“For fans of Kate Morton and Daphne du Maurier, Black Rabbit Hall is an obvious must-read.”—Bookpage A
secret history. A long-ago summer. A house with an untold story. Amber Alton knows that the hours pass
differently at Black Rabbit Hall, her London family’s Cornish country house, where no two clocks read the
same. Summers there are perfect, timeless. Not much ever happens. Until, one terrible day, it does. More than
three decades later, Lorna is determined to be married within the grand, ivy-covered walls of Pencraw Hall,
known as Black Rabbit Hall among the locals. But as she’s drawn deeper into the overgrown grounds, she soon
finds herself ensnared within the house’s labyrinthine history, overcome with a need for answers about her own
past and that of the once-golden family whose memory still haunts the estate. Eve Chase's debut novel is a
thrilling spiral into the hearts of two women separated by decades but inescapably linked by the dark and tangled
secrets of Black Rabbit Hall.

The Virgin's Daughter Head of Zeus Ltd
A powerful and absorbing mystery from the Sunday Times Top Ten bestselling author of THE
LEGACY. Bath, 1821. When Rachel Crofton marries, her new life soon takes a more unexpected turn as
she is invited to become the companion to the reclusive Jonathan Alleyn, a man tormented by the
disappearance of his childhood sweetheart, Alice. Starling, servant to the Alleyn family, is convinced
that Alice, the woman she loved as a sister, was stolen from her. Did Alice run away? Or did something
more sinister occur? As Rachel and Starling try to expose the lies, they find others are desperate to
forget, and will go to extreme lengths to do so. . . Your favourite authors love Katherine Webb's
sweeping historical dramas: 'An enormously talented writer' Santa Montefiore 'Webb have a true gift for
uncovering the mysteries of the human heart and exploring the truth of love' Kate Williams 'Katherine
Webb's writing is beautiful' Elizabeth Fremantle 'A truly gifted writer of historical fiction' Lucinda Riley
'Katherine's writing is rich, vivid and evocative' Iona Grey

Flawed Orion
The bestselling young adult non-fiction book on sexuality and gender! Lesbian. Gay. Bisexual.
Transgender. Queer. Intersex. Straight. Curious. This book is for everyone, regardless of gender
or sexual preference. This book is for anyone who's ever dared to wonder. This book is for YOU.
This candid, funny, and uncensored exploration of sexuality and what it's like to grow up
LGBTQ also includes real stories from people across the gender and sexual spectrums, not to
mention hilarious illustrations. Inside this revised and updated edition, you'll find the answers to
all the questions you ever wanted to ask, with topics like: Stereotypes—the facts and fiction
Coming out as LGBT Where to meet people like you The ins and outs of gay sex How to flirt
And so much more! You will be entertained. You will be informed. But most importantly, you
will know that however you identify (or don't) and whomever you love, you are exceptional. You
matter. And so does this book. This book is for: LGBTQIA+ teens, tweens, and adults Readers
looking to learn more about the LGBTQIA+ community Parents of gay kids and other LGBT
youth Educators looking for advice about the LGBTQIA+ community Praise for This Book is
Gay: A Guardian Best Book of the Year 2018 Garden State Teen Book Award Winner "The
book every LGBT person would have killed for as a teenager, told in the voice of a wise best
friend. Frank, warm, funny, USEFUL."—Patrick Ness, New York Times bestselling author "This
egregious gap has now been filled to a fare-thee-well by Dawson's book."—Booklist *STARRED
REVIEW*
Das Incognito Orion
A rediscovered classic of Irish literature, this darkly comic tale tells of murder and its consequences. Set in a
remote village in the northwest of Ireland, Roarty, a publican and former priest, kills his lecherous bartender and
buries him in a bog. When Roarty begins to receive blackmail letters, matters quickly spiral out of his control.
Alive with the loquacious brio of his pub's eccentric regulars, and full of the bleak beauty of the Donegal
landscape, Patrick McGinley's rural gothic novel is a modern masterpiece.
Bogmail Simon and Schuster
'Dani Atkins is the undisputed queen of fiction that packs a huge emotional punch' heat 'Have your tissues at the
ready for this tear jerker of a read’ Closer 'Brings heart-wrenching surprises' Woman & Home ‘I simply adored
this heart-breaking, brilliant read’ Sun A brand new and brilliant emotional family drama for fans of Jojo Moyes
and Dorothy Koomson, from the bestselling author of Fractured. What if someone else was living your happy
ever after? When Maddie wakes up in a hospital bed, she can't remember anything about what happened to her or
what has changed. She just remembers she was about to be married and had everything to look forward to. But it
seems life has become a lot more complicated while she has been asleep ... 'This book is filled with the utmost
compassion and it has stayed with me long after the final page … An absolute triumph of storytelling' Penny
Parkes ‘A touching story about love, loss, survival and an unconventional friendship. Dani writes with heart and
soul. Prepare to be moved’ Alice Peterson ‘A story of hope and love, this brilliant family drama shows that none
of us knows what the future holds’ Prima ‘A warm and memorable novel, with a dilemma at its core, and will
appeal to readers of Jodi Picoult and Nicholas Sparks. Atkins deserves more recognition for her commercial
fiction. Thoroughly enjoyable’ Independent on Sunday 'Tear-jerker' Bella Further praise for Dani Atkins' novels:
‘A heart-warming story of love and loss that will stay with you long after the last page’My Weekly ‘A beautiful
romance with a twist’ Woman ‘If you like Jodi Picoult then you’ll love This Love’Lovereading ‘Such a
beautiful book’Brewandbooksreview ‘A true celebration of life, family and relationships’culturefly ‘What a
stunningly beautiful love story, I’m bereft that it’s over’RatherTooFondofBooks ‘Heartbreakingly beautiful. A
must-read’blogsbybooksby ‘Flawless’ reabookreview ‘I wholeheartedly recommend this to
anyone’rachelsrandomreads ‘Poignant and heartfelt’vivavoce ‘A heartbreaker of a book’ handwrittengirl
‘Heartbreakingly brilliant’ Daily Mail 'Truly magnificent storytelling’ Veronica Henry 'Fans of Me Before You
will love this' Patricia Scanlan ‘For those of you who have ever wondered about you first love or thought about
the one that got away, this story will speak to your heart. I read it in one sitting – and it’s heartbreakingly
brilliant’ The Sun ‘This is easily one of the best books I have ever read, and I don’t say that often!’
thelunamayblog ‘A gripping and emotional family drama … With breath-taking plot twists, Dani explores themes
of serendipity, friendship and love’ Fabulousbookfiend
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